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ABSTRACT 
Pressure distributions and boundary-layer data were obtained 
on three different diameter models used for afterbody studies in 
the Lewis Research Center 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel to 
determine the quality of the local flow approaching the afterbody 
region. The support methods for these models included sting.mounts 
a.nd various types of support struts appropriate for jet-exit modelso 
Data were obtained at zero degrees angle-of-attack and Mach numbers 
from 0.56 to 1.5. Afterbody pressure drag data and the effects of 
boundary-layer momentum thickness on afterbody pressure drag were 
also obtained on several models for IS-degree conical boattails 
with jet""boundary simulators. 
SUMMARY 
Pressure distribution and boundary-layer data were obtained 
on three different diameter m.odels used for afterbody studies in 
the Lewis Research Center 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel to 
determine the quality of the local flow approaching the afterbody 
region. The sup~)Qrt methods for these, models incLuded sting mounts 
and various types of support struts appropriate for jet-exit models. 
Data were obtained at zero degrees angle-of-attack and Mach numbers 
from 0.56 to L-5~ Afterbody pressure drag data and the effe";:!ts of 
boundary-layer momentum thickness on afterbody pressure drag were 
also obtained on lS-degree conical boattails with jet-boundary siijlu-
lator's. 
Installation effects were generally minor at subsonic speeds 
for all models tested. The largest installation effects occurred 
at Mach numbers between 1.1 and 105 and were the greatest for the 
strut-supported models. The single-swept strut provided the least 
disturbance of all of the strut systems tested arid should be con-
sidered for cold-flow jet-exit models. The strut-suP1?orted model 
currently being used at the Lewis Research Center·proVided boattail 
pressure drags that were<relatively free from installation effects 
outside the low supersonic speed range. In general, increasing 
boundary-layer momentum thickness resulted in reduced boattail 
pressure-drag coefficient, particularly at high subsonic speeds. 
INTRODUCTION 
2 
The Lewis Research Center is conducting wind ·tunnel,programs 
to study the p'erformance of exhaust nozzles for airbreat~ing propul-
simi systems (ref. 1-4). As part of this effort ~ pressure-drag 
charlacteristics of various afterbody shapes have been investigated 
on isolated nacelles, both with and without a jet (ref. 5 and 6), 
under a simulated wing (ref. 7), and on nacelles mounted at the 
trailing edge of a delta wing using a model of the F-lD6B aircraft 
(ref. 8). During the course of these studies, it was observed that 
pressure drag of geometrically-similar boattails was influenced by 
tunnel installation techniques and by geometric features of the 
model forebodies. In most wind tunnel tests of exhaust nozzles, it 
is particularly difficult to obtain interference-free data since 
jet Jlnodels, usually preclude th'e use of a support sting and require 
a supporting strut ahead of the nozzle. These struts .can be relatively 
large since they must support the model and house instrumentation 
and air lines. Details of the design of support struts become im-
portant since they are a source of disturbance ·to the local flow field 
approaching the nozzle. Thus, comparison of boattail drag and nozzle 
performance from different wind tunnel programs and facilities be-
comes difficult. j 
To illustrate the :groblems of support interference on jet exit 
measurements, this report presents pressure distributions measured 
in the 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel for three different diameter 
models. 'rhe support methods for these models included sting mounts 
and various types of support struts appropriate for jet-exit models. 
These distributions indicate deviations in the quality of the local 
flow approaching the nozzle which vary with support method. Data 
are presented at zero degrees angle-of-attack at Mach numbers from 
D. 50to 1. 5 •. In addition, boundary-layer data and its effect on 
·the afterbody pressure drag of 15~,Af!gree conical boattails with. jet-
boundary simulators are also pres,~ted. Finally, the boattail 'pressure 
drags measured on the jet'-exit moCfI currently in use at the Lewis 
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A.PPARl\TUS AND PROCEDURE 
A sw~ary of all model configurations is shown in table I. 
Four basi.c models were evaluated for this test: (1) a sting-
supported 10.16 cm diameter model; (2) a sting-supported 20.32 em 
diameter model with two swept dummy struts; (3) a sting-supported 
20.32 cm diameter model with and without a single-swept durmny strut; 
and (4) a 21.59 cm diameter single' straight strut-supported model. 
The latter model was designed for testing with and without a cold-
air' jet and is the model currently pei.ng used at the Lewis Research 
Center to measure the thrust minus ",rag characteristics of various 
nozzle concepts (e.g., ref. 1-4).. ,t 
Figure 1 shows the tunnel installation and instrumentation 
details of the 10.16 cm model. It had a lO-degree half-angle 
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conical forebody, and stings having diameters of 0.405 and 0.670 dmax 
were used for model support. The sting with diameter equal to 
the model base diameter of 0.670 dmax was used with the boattail 
afterbody to simulate the jet boundary that would exist with an 
exit-to-local-static-pressure ratio of 1.00. Figures lea), 1 (b) , 
and l(c) show schematic diagrams of the 10.16 cm model with cylindrical 
sections 11.53 dmax , 6.55 dmax , and 4.72 dmax in length. Geometric 
and instrumentation details of the cylindrical afterbody and conical 
afterbodies are shown in figures 1 (d), 1 (e), and 1 (f). The cylindrical 
afterbody was used to evaluate the static pressure environment of 
the afterbody region as influenced by terminal shock waves, wall-
reflected expansion and compression waves from the forebody, and 
wall-generated disturbances. Two 15-degree conical boattails were 
investigated; one had a sharp edge at the nace:Vle juncture, fig. lCe) , 
and the other had a 0.50 dmax radius of curvature, fig. l(f). Both 
boattails had a ratio of base diameter to maximum diameter of 0.67. 
The instrumentation of the rearward-facing portion of the afterbodies 
was area weighted in order to facilitate the calculation of boattail 
pressure drag. The method of instrumentation and calculation is 
described in detail in reference 6. The instrumentation along the 
cylindrical portion of the model is shown in figures leg) and l(h). 
Figure lei) shows details of the boundary-layer rake which was used 
to survey the local flow field ahead of the afterbody region and to 
measure boundary-layer thickness and momentum thickness. The boundary-
layer survey p'lane was located 0.25 dmax ahead of the model-afterbody 
interface. The model was tested in a test section with 3.1 percent 
porosity walls, and model blockage was 0.18 percent. 
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Figure 2 shpws the tunnel installation and instrumentation 
details for one of the 20.32 em models. This model was sting sup-
ported but used two dummy struts mounted to the tunnel side walls. 
These struts were representative of those required for support of 
a cold-air jet-exit model of the type described in reference 9. 
The model forebody was a 10-degree half-angle conical tip followed 
by a 24.74dmax circular arc; overall l/dmax of the nose section 
was 5.0. The dummy struts were swept back at 45 degrees with a 
thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.09. The leading-wedge total angle 
was 15 degrees, and the trailing-wedge angle was 220 54 T • Figure 2(a) 
shows a plan view of the model with cylindrical section length of 
11.64 dmax • Figure 2(b) shows the cylindrical afterbody that was 
used to evaluate the static pressure environment of the afterbody 
region. Figure 2(c) shows the static pressure instrumentation on 
the cylindrical portion'of the model. The test section wall porosity 
was 5.8 percent for this installatIon and model blockage was 0.73 
percent, exclusive of support struts, and 2.58' percent with struts. 
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Figure 3 (a.) s:twws t:he tunnel installation of the second 20.32 em 
model. This model was a sting,,·supported cone cylinder with a 15-
degree half~r.mgle conical forebody. Figure.3 (b) shows the instru-
mentation details c)f the model. Static £>,ressure orifices were . 
located along the cylindrical portion of the model at 90° and 1800 
from the verti.cal centerline. Pressure orifices located at the 
strut Rttachment region were not used when the strut was installed. 
The model wa.s tested with and without a sing+e-swept J floor-mounted 
dummy strut: which also was representative of ' that required for 
support of a cold~air jet-exit modeL The strut was swept at 30 
degr'ees and the thickness-to-chord ratio was 0.0673. Leading and 
trai1.ing-"wedge angles were 15 degrees. The model wastes·ted with 
a test section wall porosity of 5.8 percent. Model blockage waS 
o. '73 percent without the strut and L 86 percent with the strut. 
The tunnel inst.allation and instrumentation details of the 
21. 59 cm model are shown in figure 4. Use of this model configura-
tion in jet-,exit tests is reported in references 1. to 4. The model 
forebody was a tangent ogive with an l/dmax of 3.0. The model was 
supported by a single straight strut with a thickness-to-chord ratio 
of 0.035. Leading and trailing-wedge angles were 10 degrees. The 
model cylindrical section length was 13.15 dmax . Although a support 
sting was not used, the boattailed afterbody was tested with a simu~ 
lated jet with a diameter of 0.670 dmax . Figures 4(b) 2ild tl(c) 
show the after-body geometries evaluated with this model. 1'he bnattailed 
afterbody was geometrically similar to that tested on the 10.16 cm 
model, 8.1nd was instrumented in the same manner. Figure '+ Cd) shows 
the static pressure instrumentation along the cylindrical portion of 
the model at OJ 90~ and 180 degrees from the vertical centerline. 
Deta.iJ.B of the boundary~layer rakes are shown in figure '+ (e). Three 
ra.I<.e13 were used to survey the boundary layer just ahead of the end 
of the model. The model was tested in a test section with walls of 
5.8 percent pOI'osity. Model blockage was 0.82 percent, exclusive of 
the suppor-t strut, and 1. 93 percent with the strut. 
PreSS1.H'e distributions on all the models were ratioed t:o a 
computed va.lue·of free~stre8.m static pressure, PO, upstream of the 
model nose. In prior calibrations of this tunnel (ref. 10 and 11) 
a relationship was determined between the operational variables 
(compressor speed, flexible nozzle position, second throat position, 
a.nd plenum chamber suction pressure) such that the flow wa.s most 
uniform over the length of the test section and so that model pres-
sure distributions most near'ly matched those of flight vehicles. For 
each of these tunnel settings, the free'-stream Mach number was 
dete:r.'mined fr'om the ratio of an average tunnel wall static pressure 
(near thE beginning of the perforated region) to free-stream total 
pressure. At Mach nurriliers below L 5 it was determined that this 
total preSSu.rf~ "(.\7as equal to the average tunnel bellmouth total pres-
sure. In subsequent testing of research models, the ·free~s·tream 
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Mach number is controlled by this prior calibration of the tunnel 
operational variables. The free-stream static pressure is computed 
from the measured bellmouth total pressure and the isentropic 
relationship with free-stream Mach number. Although a measured 
wall static pressure could also be used, it is sensitive to flow 
disturbances from the nose of the research model, whereas the 
measured bellmouth pressure is not. Therefore, the computed value 
is regarded as being more reliable. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The pressure distributions on the four models with cylindrical 
afterbodies are shown in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. Data are shown 
over the length of the model from the cone-shoulder juncture for 
the sting-mounted 10.16 cm model and aft of the struts for the 
20.32 cm and .21.59 cm models. These distributions are used to note 
the magnitude and location of disturbances on the models by comparing 
local pressures to free-stream static pressure. The afterbody 
locations are indicated on the sketches at the top of each figure 
to facilitate a comparison of disturbances in the region of the 
afterbody over the range of Mach numbers tested. 
The pressure distributions along the 10.16 cm sting-mounted 
model are shown in figure 5 at several Mach numbers. There were 
no major disturbances at the subsonic speeds as indicated by the 
flat pressure distributions in the vicinity of the afterbodies. In 
general, the pressure downstream of the shoulder recovered to 0.99 
of free-stream static pressure. A decrease in pressure can be 
seen near the aft edge of the model; however, as indicated in 
reference 10, this is a normal decrease resulting from flow expansion 
around the model base. At Mach 1.0 the terminal shock appears near 
the location of the afterbody on the shortest (4.72 dmax) modeL 
Identification of the disturbances on the figures at Mach numbers 
greater than 1.0 were obtained from calibration data for a similar 
10.16 cm model reported in reference 10. Results at·Mach 1.0 and 
Mach 1.1 indicate that the terminal shock would be located near the 
afterbody of the intermediate (6.55 dmax) model at Mach 1.05. At 
Mach 1.1, the terminal shock is positioned near the afterbody lo-
cation of the long (11.53 dmax) model. A tunnel wall disturbance 
was observed at the afterbody location of the 4.72 dmax and 6.55 
dmax models at Mach 1.2, and the 11.53 dmax model at Mach 1.26. No 
major pressure disturbances were noted at Mach 1.37 or 1.47. In 
general, the magnitude of the disturbances are not large on this 
model and varied from.3 to 5 percent of free-stream static pressure 
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at Mach numbers greater thaD 1.00 The peak disturbance occurred at 
Mach 1.2. Boattail. drag coefficients obtained between Mach numbers 
of 1.0 and. 1.3 cuuld bE' i:nfluenced by tunnel disturba.nces to some 
ext:ent hU.t those at other Mach numbers are not. Because of these 
results J d:r·ag mea.::3uI'ed wi.th this model forboattailed after-bodies 
IfJith j et~bou:ndary s:i.mu.lators was considered to be comparatively free 
of extr'aneous installation effects. 
The p:r:essure distx'ibutioDs along the 20.32 cm sting--mounted 
model with and without double~swept struts are shown in figure 6. 
The Y'eference station for x = 0 is about 0.65 model diameters 
downstream of the traIling edge of the strut. Due to its length, 
the aft portion of the model extended into a region of the test 
section whichJ as described in references 10 and 11, is influenced 
by a subsonic flow accelerati.on. This flow acceleration results in 
a decrease in aft-end tunnel pressure and a corresponding pressure 
gradient on models located near the end of the test sectim}. As 
describEd in reference 11, control of this aft-end flow accelera-
tion has been gained by va:rying the tunnel second throat in con-
junction wi.th the plenum chamber suction. By varying these,para.meters 
at a given lYiach mllmber J a series of tunnel settings were determined 
(and a:pepresented in ref. 11) that resulted in more uniform pres-
sure dis·t:dbutions on a series of calibration models that extended 
into the af·t region of the test section. These, same tunnel settings 
were then used with the 20.32 cm model. As indicated by the flat 
pressure dis'trinutions in figure 6, these tunnel settings resulted 
in favOl'able pressure distribution at the subsonic speeds. No major 
pressure disturbances were noted for Mach numbers up to.l.05,. and 
the PI'E'S8Ure,,; upstream of the afterbody were between 0.99 of free~ 
stream static blnd free-s·tream static. ·Since strut effects on pres-
SUI'e dist:ribution were small at these low speeds, results are only 
shovm with struts. It must be noted, however, that these results 
do nut reflect the possible effect that the model struts might have 
on the boundal':Y la.yer, which was not measured on this model. Large 
disturbc:.nces we:!:''2 observed a.t Mach numbers from 1.10 through 1.27, 
pflrticulcu'ly with the struts. These disturbances were a.s much as 
20 percent of f:r'ee-str'eam static pressure and appear to be the 
great:est at Mc:.ch nu.mbers 1.1 and 1.2. It is probable that all after-
body dy.'ag da.ta obtained above Mach 1.05 are influenced by tunnel and 
model distu:t'bances to some extent • Without the struts;> the magnitudes 
of disturbcmc.es wlere less and their locati.on was displaced. At 
highe:r. Mach IIl1rribe:r's, the disturbance effects were diminished and 
the addition of struts did not produce a major effect •. 
FigurE '7 shows the static pressure distribution on the 20.32 cm 
model with <find without a single 30-degree swept strut at the super-
sonic Mach numbers. Downstream of the strut location, the presence 
of ·the st:f.'ut had a r·elatively small effect on the pressure distribu-
tions. The m""gnitudes of the pressure disturbances were substantially 
less than th.f: double struts of figure 6. 
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The pressure distributions along the 21.59 cm single straight 
strut-mounted model are shown in figure 8. Due to the length of 
this model, the technique for setting tunnel conditions described 
in reference 11 was again used at subsonic speeds. As seen in 
figure 8, these tunnel settings resulted in favorable pressure 
distributions aft of the strut at the subsonic speeds. The maximum 
deviation in the region upstream of the afterbody juncture is 
observed at Mach 0.9 where the pressure level is approximately 
0.98 of free-stream static. ' No major pressure disturbances were 
noted in the region of the afterbody at speeds up to Mach 1.0. 
At the higher speeds, results for the 20.32 cm diameter sting-
mounted model are again repeated for reference purposes to indicate 
strut effects. With the strut, 'large disturbances were present 
at Mach numbers from 1.10 to 1.46 with .magnitudes of 8 to 19 percent 
of free-stream. static pressure. The disturbances with the greatest 
magnitudes were observed at Mach numbers 1.20 and 1.26. It is 
probable that all afterbody drag data obtained at Mach riumbersfrom 
1.10 to 1.46 are influenced by model and tunnel disturbances. The 
general magnitude of the disturbances in the supersonic region was 
about the same for the 20.32 cm double-strut model and the 21.59 cm 
single straight-strut model, although the location of the disturb-
ances was different for the two models. 
The magnitude of disturbances measured on each of the models 
over the range of Mach numbers investigated is summarized in figure 9. 
For the sting-supported models, only the pressures on the last eight 
model diameters of length were considered, and for the strut-supported 
models, the last three model diameters. The two sting-supported 
models generally had minor disturbances throughout the Mach number 
range. Both the single-straight strut and the double-swept strut 
showed large disturbances at Mach numbers from 1.1 to 1.5 •. The 
single-swept strut appears to be the most attractive of the three 
strut configurations for supporting cold-air jet-exit models. The 
maximum disturbance for this model was less than 10 percent of 
free-stream static pressure. This was not much greater than that 
obtained with the sting-supported models, which had maximum disturb-
ances of 6 percent of free-stream static pressure. 
The afterbody boundary-layer characteristics for the 10.16 cm 
model are shown in figure 10 and are relatively insensitive to Mach 
number. The boundary-layer thickness was taken as that point where 
the local velocity was 99 percent of the maximum velocity at the 
end of the rake. Typical boundary-layer profiles for the three 
model lengths are shown in figure 11. These profiles are compared 
with a 1/7 power profile as shown by the solid line and indicate a 
fully-developed turbulent boundary layer. The 21.59 cm model 
boundary-layer characteristics are shown in figure 12 and are also 
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i.nsensit 1v(::to iYiiileh number. At a.ll Mach numbers J the boundary layer 
at 0 degrees was notice;;:,bly a.ffec.ted by the wake of the model-support 
strut. This result indicates that the strut does influence the flow 
over the afterbody even though the effects are not reflected in the 
local stati.c pre:3;::';.lI'P distribut:ions. A typical bou.ndary-layer profile 
on the 21059 em model is shown in figure 13 for the ra.ke at 1800 a.nd 
Mach DL1.Hibey- O.;J 90 ~rh>.i.s prof'il.e is also compared with a 1/"7 power 
p:r'ofile a:.\<1 also indicates a fully-developed turbulent boundary layer. 
In figuy.'e 11-1· is shown the ratio of boundary-la.yer momentum 
thiekness to dwr1x £01' the 10.15 cm model and the 21.59 em model for 
the :rake at 180 dEgrees. The momentum thickness wa.s determined 
ba.sed on th.c local conditions at the outermost probe of the rake 
assuming cm:,st:1:~.:nttot:a.l temperature and constant static pressure 
,t:h:r'ough the bound,:H:V layer'. In figure 15 the effect of boundary-
layer mome;::!.tuw tb.ickness on boattailpressure drag is. summarized 
for the 10016 em modelo Data a.re presented for boat tails with radius 
natios uf 0 and 0.5 and jet-·boundary simulators at Mach numbers from 
0.6 to LO. D<"1.t:O;'. 21.rE' also presented without the jet-boundary simulators 
but with a sting h.aving a diameter of 0.405 dmax . 'rhe differences 
in boattail dn3.g fc:r' t:he differ!ent sting sizes and radius ratios 
were expected a.:nd al'e well documented, for example in reference 6. 
In genena.l.o for configurations with the same sting size relative to 
model diamet(-;r ,and same radius ratio, increasing the ratio of boundary-
layer momentum thickness to model diameter reduces the boat·ta.il 
pr'E}:;sure d.:rag coefficient:. This effect was generally larger for 
the thinner.' valu~s of momentum thickness and decreased for thicker 
values of mmnentum thickness. The largest effects were observed for 
~1ach nu.mbf.c::r.·f~ bi:::tVilFen 0.8 and O. 950 
A compUl'ison betwl":en boattail pressure drag measured on the 
21.59 em model «"!.Do. t:he longest 10016 em model is presented for a 
range of Nac:h nw,iber's in figure 16 for a IS-degree conical boattail 
and jet --boundary simu.lat:ors. As mentioned previously, the 21.59 em 
model is eu.r·:r.-ently being u.sed at: the Lewis Research Center to evaluate 
the thl·U8t-1Idnus~dI'3.g cbar'acteristics of various nozzle concepts for 
a:ir'br'eathing pI'opulsi.on systems. The sting-supported 10.16. em model 
pr'ovided tIle insti3,ll'C'ltion '(rJi.th. the least distUI'bances over the Mach 
fmniber' r2.Dgf:~ i!IVeElt:i.gated. It is felt that the boattail pressure 
dr'8.g mea~3Ul'e.d 'iAj'it:h t:his model would be relatively free of both model 
a:nd tu.n:n.,~"l installa.tion effects. Its drag is, therefore, presented 
and used HS a basis for' asseSSing the installation effects on the 
larger strnt:··8upported jet-exit model. It should be noted that the 
meE~3ured momentum thieknessapproaching the boattail on the 21.59 em 
model is great:e:r. than tJV'l.t measured on the long 10.16 em model. 
However- ~ the I
'
-?5ults present'ed in figure 15 indicate that both of 
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these configurations are in a region (Q/dmax from 0.012 to 0.022) 
where the effects of momentum thickness are relatively minor. 
The results presented in figure 16 indicate that the boattail 
pressure drag measured. on the larger strut-supported jet-exit model 
agree favorably with those measured on the smaller sting-supported 
model. Both models indicate a sharp reduction in boattail pressure 
drag at a Mach number of 1.1 as the terminal shock passes over the 
boattail. It is concluded, therefore, that the jet-exit model 
provides external drag that is relatively free from installation 
effects, particularly at subsonic speeds. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Pressure dlstributions on three different diameter models used 
for afterbody studies in the 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel 
were obtained to determine the quality of the local flow approaching 
the nozzle. The support methods for these models included sting 
mounts and various types of support struts appropriate for jet-exit 
models. Boundary-layer data and the boundary-layer effect on aft€r-
body pressure drag for 150 boattails with jet .... boundary simulators 
were also obtained. Also boattail drag measurements were compared 
for several models. The following observations were made: 
1. At subsonic Mach numbers, static pressures measured 
on all models tested were generally within Ito 2 
percent of free-stream static pressure. The peak 
static pressure disturbances were obtained at 
Mach numbers from L 1 to L 5. These disturbances 
were within 6. percent of free-stream static pressure 
for the sting-supported models and as large as 20 
percent for the strut-supported models. 
2. Based on measured static .... pressure distributiens, the 
single-swept strut provided the least disturbances of 
the three strut systems evaluated. It would warrant 
serious consideration as a support system for cold-
flow jet-exit models. 
3. The strut-supported jet-exit model in use at the Lewis 
Research Center provides boattail pressure drags that 
are relatively free from installation effects outside 
the low supersonic speed range. 
4. In general, increasing boundary-layer momentum thickness 
resulted in reduced boattail pressure-drag coefficients. 
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